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 Three-Dimensional 
emianalytical Model for Elastic-
lastic Sliding Contacts

 three-dimensional numerical model based on a semianalytical method in the frame-
ork of small strains and small displacements is presented for solving an elastic-plastic 

ontact with surface traction. A Coulomb’s law is assumed for the friction, as commonly 
sed for sliding contacts. The effects of the contact pressure distribution and residual 
train on the geometry of the contacting surfaces are derived from Betti’s reciprocal 
heorem with initial strain. The main advantage of this approach over the classical finite 
lement method (FEM) is the computing time, which is reduced by several orders of 
agnitude. The contact problem, which is one of the most time-consuming procedures in 

he elastic-plastic algorithm, is obtained using a method based on the variational prin-ciple 
nd accelerated by means of the discrete convolution fast Fourier transform (FFT) and 
onjugate gradient methods. The FFT technique is also involved in the calculation of 
nternal strains and stresses. A return-mapping algorithm with an elastic predictor/plastic 
orrector scheme and a von Mises criterion is used in the plasticity loop. The model is first 
alidated by comparison with results obtained by the FEM. The effect of the friction 
oefficient on the contact pressure distribution, subsurface stress field, and residual strains 
s also presented and discussed. 
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ontact
ntroduction

The rolling contact fatigue phenomenon is involved in many
echanical components, such as rolling element bearings, gears,

ams, and continuously variable transmissions. The fatigue life of
he contacting surfaces is directly related to the stress state found
t the surface and within the material in the vicinity of the contact.
here exists a certain stress threshold below which the life of the
ontact is infinite, sometimes called the endurance limit. Lamag-
ère et al. �1� proposed an endurance limit concept based on the
omparison between the maximum shear stress and the microyield
tress. This implies an accurate knowledge of the stress field his-
ory and of the yield stress of the material. In some high demand-
ng applications, rolling element bearings or gears are designed so
hat the applied load stays below the endurance limit. A purely
lastic approach is then sufficient. However, it is almost impos-
ible to guarantee that the yield stress will never be reached lo-
ally or accidentally all over the life of the component. The
nowledge of the plastic strains and hardening state of the mate-
ial is then of prime importance to evaluate the remaining life of
he contacting surfaces. An attempt is made here to account for the
ontribution of the tangential loading on the stress and strain
tates found in an elastic-plastic sliding contact, in addition to
urely normal effects.
An analytical relationship between the surface profile and con-

act pressure exists only for a limited number of ideal geometries
Hertz’s theory�. The Hertzian pressure distribution is strongly
odified by the presence of a geometrical defect, such as rough-

ess, ridge, furrow, or a dent such as those produced by a debris
hen entrapped within the contact conjunction. High local pres-

ure peaks appear around the dent, producing high concentration
f stress localized in the vicinity of the dent. Usually, the yield
1

stress is exceeded and plastic flow occurs, and should be added to
the initial plasticity introduced during indentation �2,3�.

Recently, Jacq et al. �4� proposed a semianalytical elastic-
plastic method to solve 3D contact problems, fast enough to study
a vertical loading/unloading or a moving load, for example, to
simulate the rolling of a body on a surface defect. In this model,
the contact pressure distribution is found to be modified from the
purely elastic case mostly by plasticity induced change of the
contacting surface conformity, which tends to limit the contact
pressure to 2.8 or 3 times the yield stress, approximately, depend-
ing on the hardening law used and the contact geometry. Both
subsurface strains and stresses are also found to be strongly modi-
fied, but this time due to a combination of three effects: �i� the
occurrence of plastic strains, �ii� the material hardening, and �iii�
the change of the contact pressure distribution. Based on the origi-
nal algorithm the work of Jacq et al. has been improved in two
ways: first, by also considering thermal effect in the elastic-plastic
algorithm �5� to account for a surface heat source: second, by
introducing the return-mapping algorithm with an elastic predictor
and a plastic corrector scheme in the plasticity loop �6�. Based on
the same algorithm, Wang and Keer �7� studied the effect of vari-
ous hardening laws on the elastic-plastic response of the indented
material.

The presence of small size surface defects in a larger contact
area requires a fine mesh of the contact area �up to 106 surface
grid points�. To reduce the computing time significantly, the con-
tact module, originally based on a multilevel technique in Ref. �4�,
was replaced by a module based on a single-loop conjugate gra-
dient method �GM� developed by Polonsky and Keer �8�. A dis-
cussion on the efficiency of this method initially used to solve
elastic rough contact problems is given by Allwood �9�. This
method was improved by the implementation of discrete convo-
lution fast Fourier transform �DC-FFT� approaches as presented
by Liu et al. �10� for the calculation of surface displacements and
internal stress field.

The effect of a tangential loading of the surface, not considered

in the original code, has been introduced in the elastic-plastic
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ormulation and implemented in the computer code. Surface trac-
ion is included in the model as a shear stress proportional to the
ormal pressure by the use of a friction coefficient, suitable for
liding contacts. This paper presents first the theory and the nu-
erical algorithm proposed to solve the elastic-plastic contact

roblem with surface traction. The distributions of contact pres-
ure, residual stress and plastic strain are obtained and compared
ith the results of the finite element method �FEM�. Finally, the

ffect of the traction coefficient is presented and discussed.

heory and Numerical Procedure
The theory is based on the formulation of Betti’s reciprocal

heorem. The numerical scheme is based on the use of DC-FFT
nd CGM.

Hypotheses. The two bodies in contact are considered as half-
paces so the contact area is small with regard to the dimensions
f the bodies in contact. The normal and tangential effects are
reated separately and are uncoupled in the contact solver. It
eans that the tangential displacement of the surface points is not

nown; the boundary condition related to traction is expressed in
erms of shear stress. Small strains and small displacements are
ssumed for the plasticity model, which allows us to limit the
lastic analysis to the volume where yielding occurs while super-
osing residual strains to the elastic part. Higher residual strains
s those resulting from a Rockwell indentation could be calculated
sing a finite element software and then introduced as an initial
tate, as far as the overrolling of the surface does not produce
arge additional strains �2,4�.

Contact Model

Theory. According to Johnson �11�, one can solve the problem
f two nonconforming bodies in contacts B1 and B2 using two
ifferent methods: the direct or matrix inversion method and the
ariational method. Kalker �12� proposed a variational principle in
hich the true contact area and contact pressure are those that
inimize the total complementary energy �V*�, subjected to the

onstraints that the contact pressure is everywhere positive, and
here is no interpenetration,

V* = UE
* +�

�c

p�h − ��ds �1�

here �c is the surface on which p acts and UE
* is the internal

omplementary energy of two stressed bodies, numerically equal
or elastic materials with the elastic strain energy UE, which can
e expressed in terms of the surface pressure and the normal dis-
lacements of both bodies by

UE
* = UE =

1

2�
�c

p�u3
B1 + u3

B2�d� �2�

Finally, the problem is reduced to a set of equations �two
qualities and two inequalities� that should be solved simulta-
eously.

W =�
�c

p�x1,x2�d� �3�

h�x1,x2� = hi�x1,x2� + � + u3
�B1+B2��x1,x2� �4�

h�x1,x2� � 0 and p�x1,x2� � 0 �5�

If h�x1,x2� � 0 then p�x1,x2� = 0 �6�
The first system’s equation is the static equilibrium condition

Eq. �3��. The two bodies are in equilibrium under the external
orce W and the resultant contact force due to the pressure
�x1 ,x2� over the contact surface �c. The final separation h�x1 ,x2�

s expressed in Eq. �4� as a summation of hi�x1 ,x2�, the initial

2

distance between the bodies, �, the rigid body displacement, and
u3

�B1+B2��x1 ,x2�, the surface normal displacement of the two bodies
B1 and B2.

The elastic surface displacement u3
�B1+B2��x1 ,x2� can be ex-

pressed by the use of the Boussinesq relation

u�x� =�
�c

U�x,��p���d� �7�

where x and � are two points on the surface, and U�x ,�� is the
displacement at point x due to a unit load at point � �influence
functions or Green’s functions�. Further, the reciprocal theorem
will be used to include the surface residual displacement due to
subsurface plasticity for the elastic-plastic contact problem.

The set of Eqs. �5� and �6�, also known as contact criteria,
expresses the fact that the bodies cannot interpenetrate one an-
other and pressure is nil outside the contact area.

Numerical Resolution. As �c is unknown, the procedure to
solve the system of Eqs. �3�–�6� is iterative. Several iterative
methods, such as Jacobi, Gauss–Seidel, and CGM, are available to
solve this system. Among them, the CGM has important advan-
tages.

�1� A rigorous mathematical proof of the method convergence
exists;

�2� It offers a very high rate of convergence �superlinear�;
�3� It requires a very modest storage capacity that is extremely

advantageous when very large systems of equations are
involved.

The CGM is an iterative method that generates a sequence of
approximations of the solution starting from an arbitrary initial
approximation. The recurrence formula of the CG is

pi+1 = pi −
ri

Tri

di
TUdi

di �8a�

ri+1 = ri −
ri

Tri

di
TUdi

Udi �8b�

di+1 = − ri+1 +
ri+1

T ri+1

ri
Tri

di �8c�

where i=0,1 ,2 . .; ri �residue� and di �direction� are vectors of N
elements; P0 is an arbitrary start vector �for example, a uniform
pressure�; and d0=r0=B−UP0, with B=h−hi−� �see Eq. �4��.

This scheme, originally presented by Polonsky and Keer �8�
and then based on the CGM and a multilevel multisummation
method �MLMSM�, was used to build the computer code. An
important particularity of the iteration process is that the contact
area is established in the course of the pressure iteration, so that
there is no need for further iteration with respect to the contact
area. Another distinctive feature of the iteration scheme used is
that the force balance equation is enforced during each iteration
for the contact pressure. The rigid deflection � is not explicitly
used in the iteration process but may easily be determined, as long
as the pressure distribution is already known.

The most time-consuming works in the CGM are the multipli-
cation operations between the influence coefficient matrix U by
the pressure vector p and direction vector d. These multiplication
operations require O�N2� operations, and if N is large, these need
a large amount of computing time. To reduce the computing time,
the FFT is used within each iteration of the CGM for the task of
multiplying both pressure and direction vectors by the influence
coefficient matrix. The number of operations is reduced to
O�N log N�, where N is the number of grid points involved.

Plasticity Model. Plasticity is an irreversible phenomenon that

requires an incremental description. In a general incremental for-
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ulation of plasticity, a plastic strain increment depends on the
reexisting plastic strain, the stress, the stress increment, and the
ardening parameters,

��p = f��p,�,��, hardening parameters� �9�
This general formulation is used for theoretical development.

he subsurface residual stresses are calculated following the
ethod proposed by Chiu �13,14�, considering a cuboidal zone
ith uniform initial strains or eigenstrains and surrounded by an

nfinite elastic space �13� or a half-space �14�. The calculation of
he elastic stress field due to the contact pressure is more classical.
he influence coefficients that give the stresses induced by a rect-
ngular cell on the boundary surface of a half-space submitted to
uniform pressure are given in the Appendix.

Betti’s Reciprocal Theorem. Consider two displacement fields, u
nd u*, continuous and two times derivable into an elastic body of
olume � and of boundary �. u corresponds to an elastic state
ith initial inelastic strains �0 and u* currently unknown. The

lastic properties are the same for both states. Thus, one can write
he following for stress and strain:

�ij =
1

2
�ui,j + uj,i� �ij

* =
1

2
�ui,j

* + uj,i
* �

�ij = Mijkl��kl − �kl
0 � �ij

* = Mijkl�kl
* �10�

It is to be noticed, that �0 is the summation of all the inelastic
trains, i.e., thermal strains, plastic strains, etc. The reciprocal
heorem �15� is generalized for the elastic case with initial inelas-
ic strains in Refs. �16,17�. For a detailed development of the
ormulation of the reciprocal theorem in the case of elastoplastic-
ty, the reader can refer to Ref. �4�, and in the case of thermoelas-
oplasticity, the reader can refer to Ref. �5�. These formulations
se the theoretical developments of Chiu �13,14� for calculating
esidual stresses and the theoretical developments of Liu and
ang �18� for calculating thermally induced stresses.
Betti’s reciprocal theorem could be applied for an elastic state

ith initial strain �Brebbia �19�; Mayeur et al. �20��. Finally, ac-
ording to Jacq et al. �4�, the reciprocal theorem can be written
ith indicial notation as follows:

−�
�

ui
*�ijnjd� +�

�

f iui
*d� = −�

�

ui�ij
* njd� +�

�

f i
*uid�

−�
�

�ij
0 �ij

* d� �11�

Application to the Calculation of Surface Displacements. Equa-
ion �11� is now applied to both bodies in contact, where each of
hem is considered as a half-space � whose boundary � is loaded
n a part �c and with a uniform coefficient of friction. Since the
ody forces are neglected �f i=0� and �ijnj=−pi �values of pi cor-
esponding to either the pressure for i=3 or the shear for i=1 or
�, Eq. �11� becomes

�
�C

ui
*pid� =�

�

uipi
*d� +�

�

f i
*uid� −�

�p

�ij
0 �ij

* d� �12�

here �p is the initial volume occupied by the initial strains.
Let us consider the state �u*, �*, �*, f i

*� as the application of a
nit normal force at point A of the contact area, along x3, neglect-
ng from now on the body forces �f i

*=0�. There is thus a uniform
ressure p*= �A�=1/d� at point A within an elementary surface
�=dx1dx2, and p*�M �A�=0 elsewhere. Then, the first term on
he right-hand side of Eq. �12� equals the normal displacement at
oint A for the nonstar state. Due to the coefficient of friction, a
urface shear stress proportional to the normal pressure exists,

�A�=	p�A� and t�M �A�=0. Johnson �11� showed that if the two

3

bodies have the same elastic constants, there is no influence of the
surface shear stress over the sum of the normal displacements.
Therefore,

u3�A� =�
�

ui�M�pi
*�M�d� =�

�C

u3
*�M,p*�A��p3�M�d�

+ 2	L�
�p

�ij
p �M��ij

* �M,p*�A��d� �13�

where M is point of the integration surface or volume and where
the plastic strain �p corresponds to the initial state �0. The notation
�M, p*�A�� means the value at point M due to the application of
the pressure p* applied at point A. For more details on how Eq.
�13� is found, the reader may refer to Refs. �4,5�.

The surface normal displacement of each body can then be
expressed as a function of the contact pressure and of the plastic
strain existing in the considered body. Hence,

u3�A� = ue�A� + ur�A� �14�

Application to Stress Calculation. Consider the reciprocal theo-
rem applied again to a half-space � whose boundary � is loaded
on a part �c. Because the plastic strains are related to stresses, the
stress field must be evaluated from elastic-plastic contact condi-
tions. Consider now the state �u**, �**, �**, f i

**� corresponding to
a body force applied at point B of the half-space in the direction k
and of magnitude 1,

�
�

f i
**uid� = uk�B� �

�

unipi
**d� = 0

�
�

utiti
**d� = 0 and t = 	p �15�

Equation �11� then becomes

uk�B� =�
�C

uni
**�M,B�pi�M�d� +�

�C

uti
**�M,B�ti�M�d�

+ 2	L�
�p

�ij
p �M��kij

**�M,B�d� . �16�

Hence,

uk�B� = uk
n�B� + uk

t �B� + uk
r�B� �17�

Stresses can be related to the displacements via Hooke’s law.
Therefore, the stress at every point of the half-space can be di-
vided in three parts,

� = �n + �t + �r �18�
In the first two terms, the pressure stress is linked to the normal

contact pressure and surface shear stress �or tangential loading�,
while the residual stress is related to the plastic strains in the last
term. The residual stress is the stress induced by the strain nuclei.
It is also the stress produced by plastic strain remaining after
unloading.

This relation shows that the stress field changes with plastic
flow, primarily due to the appearance of plastic strains, but also
because of the modification of contact pressure due to geometry
changes.

Coupling Elastic and Plastic Parts. Since plasticity is an irre-
versible phenomenon, the relation between plastic strain and con-
tact pressure must also be incremental. Therefore, an incremental
formulation of the elastic-plastic contact problem must be used.
Initial conditions:
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W,hi�x1,x2�,p�x1,x2�,�p, hardening parameters �19�
oad balance:

W + �W =�
�c

�p�x1,x2� + �p�x1,x2��d� �20�

urface separation:

h�x1,x2� = hi�x1,x2� + � + u3
e�B1+B2�

�x1,x2� + u3
r�x1,x2� + �u3

r�x1,x2�
�21�

ith

u3
e�A� =�

�C

u3i
* �M,A��pi + �pi��M�d� �22�

he elastic displacement due to contact pressure and tangential
oading,

u3
r�A� = 2	L�

�p

�ij
p �M��3ij

* �M,A�d� �23�

he displacement due to plastic strain,

�u3
r�A� = 2	L�

�p

��ij
p �M��3ij

* �M,A�d� �24�

here the displacement due to the plastic strain increment is ��p.
lasticity model:

��p = f��,��, hardening parameters�
tress calculation:

� = �e�p� + �r��p�

�� = ��e��p� + ��r���p� �25�
ontact conditions:

h�x1,x2� � 0 �26a�

if h�x1,x2� � 0 then p�x1,x2� + �p�x1,x2� = 0 �26b�
The algorithm developed to solve the incremental elastic-plastic

ontact with friction problem is similar to the one proposed by
acq et al. �4�. The initial state may include residual strains. The
lastic contact is first solved using the CGM, with any initial
urface separation. The plasticity model is then used to calculate
he plastic strain increment, considering also the effect of surface
hear stress, enabling the calculation of the residual displacement
ncrement. The residual surface displacement increment, which is
function of the plastic strain, is then calculated and compared to

he one found during the previous step. This process is repeated
ntil the residual displacement increments converge. Plastic
trains, normal and tangential loads, contact pressure, residual sur-
ace displacement, and yield strength are then increased by their
ncrement to define a new initial condition for the next loading
tep.

Plasticity Loop Improvement. The plasticity loop for the
quivalent plastic deformation calculation was improved for con-
ergence and accuracy needs. The proposed method is based on
he work of Fotiu and Nemat-Nasser �21�, who built a universal
lgorithm for the integration of the elastic-plastic constitutive
quations. Isotropic and kinematic hardening, as well as thermal
oftening, may be used in the formulation. This method is uncon-
itionally stable and accurate. The return mapping algorithm with
n elastic predictor/plastic corrector scheme that was implemented
n the code is briefly presented in Ref. �6�. Compared to the pre-
ious algorithm, formerly based on the Prandtl–Reuss model �4�,
o more plasticity loop is needed, the computation of the plastic
trains being reduced to a few number of iterations �typically one

o four iterations for the return-mapping procedure using the

4

Newton–Raphson scheme�, resulting in a drastic reduction of the
CPU time �at least by one order of magnitude� while improving
the quality of the solution.

Some Results
The aim of this section is, first, to validate the model based on

the semianalytical method �SAM� through comparison with FEM
results in case of normal and tangential loadings and, second, to
discuss the effect of surface traction on stress and strain fields. For
convenience, all results will be presented for a circular point con-
tact between a sphere of radius 10 mm and a half-space. The
sphere will be first assumed rigid when comparing SAM and FEM
numerical results. The sphere will behave elastically when inves-
tigating the effect of surface traction on stress and strain states.
The elastic properties are E=210 GPa and 
=0.3 for Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The isotropic hardening
behavior and the von Mises stress criterion are used in the plas-
ticity model. The half-space properties are those of the M50 steel.
The corresponding hardening law is described by Swift’s law �Eq.
�27��, whose parameters are B=1280 MPa, C=4, and n=0.095
�2�. In Eq. �27�, the equivalent plastic strain ep is expressed in the
10−6 deformation.

�VM = B�C + ep�n �27�
Some results will be presented as normalized by the microyield

stress �e, defined as the stress corresponding to a proof strain of
20�10−6. The microyield stress threshold is useful in rolling con-
tact fatigue applications, where it results in a satisfactory estima-
tion of the endurance limit of high strength steels �1�. Equation
�27� gives a microyield stress of 1731 MPa for the M50 steel, in
contrast to the more conventional yield stress of 2636 MPa corre-
sponding to a proof strain of 2�10−3 for the same steel.

Validation by Comparison With Finite Element Method
Results. To validate the results supplied by the code, a compari-
son with the commercial finite element code ABAQUS is made. For
simplicity, the upper surface is modeled here as a rigid sphere.
The 3D FE model includes 113,035 C3D8 bricks �linear elements
with eight nodes� with a refined mesh in the contact zone �more
than 300 elements in contact�. The meshed volume is extended to
20 times the Hertz contact radius a in each direction �−20a to 20a
along x and y, 0 to 20a along z�, assumed to be sufficient for
contact analysis by FEM �22�. Boundary conditions are zero dis-
placements for x= ±20a, y= ±20a, and z=20a. The normal load is
imposed by a vertical displacement of the upper surface of the
rigid sphere, up to a load of 800 N corresponding to a Hertz
pressure of 4.35 GPa and a contact radius of 296 	m for an elas-
tic analysis.

Figures 1 and 2 present a comparison between SAM and FEM
results when the loaded half-space behaves elastically. As a whole,
a good agreement is found for the pressure distribution and the
stress profile �Figs. 1 and 2, respectively�. However, some differ-
ences can be noticed. First of all, it is obvious that the pressure
distribution �Fig. 1� corresponds to the Hertz solution with the
SAM code, i.e., independent of the friction coefficient, due to the
fact that normal and tangential effects are assumed uncoupled in
the present model. Conversely, the FEM results exhibit an asym-
metric pressure distribution when increasing surface traction, with
a shift of the maximum contact pressure in the direction of the
traction force. The von Mises stress profile along the geometrical
axis of symmetry is shown in Fig. 2. The difference for a friction-
less contact �Fig. 2�a�� between SAM and FEM numerical results
is attributed to the boundary conditions in the FE model, which do
not correspond exactly to an infinite half-space. Differences ob-
served between the two methods of analysis when increasing the
friction coefficient to 0.2 and 0.4 �Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�� are ex-
plained by the two above mentioned reasons: an asymmetry of the

pressure distribution and boundary conditions given at a finite
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istance from the contact for the FEM analysis. Finally, the results
lso confirm a classical result, which is that the maximum stress is
ound at the surface when the friction coefficient exceeds 0.3 �11�.

The effects of plasticity are presented in Figs. 3–5, where the
alf-space behaves now as an elastic-plastic media, the load being
till transmitted through a rigid sphere. Again, SAM and FEM
esults are globally in good agreement, with some slight differ-
nces that have the same origins as for the elastic simulations. The
ressure distribution �Fig. 3� is affected by the hardening of the

ig. 1 Comparison of numerical results „SAM versus FEM,
lastic solution, contact pressure distribution… for various fric-
ion coefficients: „a… �=0, „b… �=0.2, and „c… �=0.4
aterial, the maximum contact pressure being lowered. At the

5

same time the contact area tends to increase, keeping the integral
of the contact pressure constant. This time the pressure distribu-
tion is no more found to be symmetric with the SAM approach
while increasing the friction coefficient �Figs. 3�b� and 3�c��.
However, the asymmetry is more pronounced with the FEM
analysis, where tangential and normal effects are implicitly

Fig. 2 Comparison of numerical results „SAM versus FEM,
elastic solution, von Mises stress under load „profile at x=y
=0…… for various friction coefficients: „a… �=0, „b… �=0.2, and „c…
�=0.4
coupled. The von Mises stress found under loading and the
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quivalent plastic strain are given in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively,
long the depth at the center of the contact. The main difference,
hich is observed in Fig. 5�c� at the surface of the contact, is

gain attributed to a more pronounced shift of the maximum con-
act pressure with FEM compared to SAM, in addition to nonideal
oundary conditions. This is a consequence of uncoupling the
angential and normal effects when solving the contact problem.

Despite some differences, the fairly good agreement between
EM and SAM numerical results found in Figs. 1–5 validates the
lastic-plastic contact solver being currently developed. The iden-
ification of the origins of theses differences will be used in the

ig. 3 Comparison of numerical results „SAM versus FEM,
lastic-plastic solution, contact pressure distribution… for vari-
us friction coefficients: „a… �=0, „b… �=0.2, and „c… �=0.4
ear future to improve the SAM code. The advantage of the SAM

6

approach in terms of computing time should be recalled, with less
than 1 min CPU time for all results presented here, compared with
approximately 1 d of CPU time on the same personal computer
for an equivalent FEM analysis.

Influence of Surface Traction on Stress and Strain (Semi-
analytical Method Results). Numerical simulations are now per-

Fig. 4 Comparison of numerical results „SAM versus FEM,
elastic-plastic solution, von Mises stress under load „profile at
x=y=0…… for various friction coefficients: „a… �=0, „b… �=0.2,
and „c… �=0.4
formed to investigate the effect of normal and tangential loadings
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n the contact pressure distribution as well as on subsurface stress
nd strain fields found under load or after unloading �residual�.
rom this point, the sphere will be modeled as an elastic body,
till loaded against an elastic-plastic half-space. The friction coef-
cient will range from 0 to 0.5, and the normal load from
000 N to 5000 N, the latter corresponding to a Hertz �elastic�
ontact pressure of 5.05 GPa and a normalized interference � /�c0
f 3.2. The critical interference �c0 and the critical load Wc0 are
he normal deflection and the corresponding normal load at the
nset of yielding, as introduced by Chang et al. �23�. Most results
re presented for the maximum normal load, i.e., 5000 N.

It should be noted that the critical interference and load, �c0
nd Wc0, respectively, are usually defined for a pure normal load-
ng �23�. Considering now the effect of a tangential loading su-
erimposed to the normal load, one may easily plot the ratios
c /�c0 and Wc /Wc0, where �c and Wc are the values found for a
ontact with friction. In Fig. 6, a very important effect of the

ig. 5 Comparison of numerical results „SAM versus FEM,
lastic-plastic solution, equivalent plastic strain „profile at x
y=0…… for various friction coefficients: „a… �=0, „b… �=0.2, and

c… �=0.4
riction coefficient on these critical values is found.

7

The maximum of the equivalent plastic strain versus the Hertz
pressure, normalized by the microyield stress, is presented in Fig.
7 for different friction coefficients 	. The corresponding contact
pressure distributions at the normal load of 5000 N are presented
in Fig. 8. It should be noted that for 	=0.4 and 0.5, the maximum
of the plastic strain is found at the surface of the half-space,
whereas it is found at the Hertzian depth for the frictionless con-
tact. Another interesting result is the magnitude of the plastic
strain, which reaches 5.34% for 	=0.5 and a normal load of
5000 N, remaining acceptable with regard to the assumption of
small strains. Finally, the marked effect of the friction coefficient
should be noted, which increases drastically the maximum of the
plastic strain from 0.34% for the frictionless contact at 5000 N up
to 5.34% at 	=0.5.

The von Mises stress profile at the center of the contact is
shown in Fig. 9 for friction coefficient ranging from 0 to 0.5, first,
under load with a normal load of 5000 N �Fig. 9�a�� and, second,
after unloading �Fig. 9�b��. Three contributions of the plasticity
are associated with the decrease of the maximum von Mises stress
observed at the Hertzian depth in Fig. 9�a�: first, a change of the
surface conformity due to the subsurface residual strain, second,
the modification of the pressure distribution, and, third, the hard-
ening of the material. Outside the plastic zone the stress profile
follows the elastic solution �visible in Fig. 9�a� for the frictionless

Fig. 6 Influence of the friction coefficient on the critical load
„circle symbols… and interference „square symbols… at the onset
of yielding, normalized by the values for the frictionless
contact

Fig. 7 Maximum of the equivalent plastic strain versus the
corresponding Hertzian contact pressure normalized by the mi-

croyield stress for various friction coefficients
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ontact�. The location of the point where the maximum stress is
ound is presented in Fig. 10. Once again, the maximum stress is
ound at the surface of the half-space when the friction coefficient
xceeds 0.32 �see Fig. 10�. In addition, Fig. 10 indicates that this
oint moves away from the contact center along the traction di-
ection �see curve x /a versus 	� up to the critical value of 0.32,
or which the maximum reaches the surface, but in the opposite
irection. The discontinuity in the plots of x /a and z /a versus the
riction coefficient is explained by the fact that two local maxima
re competing, one in the Hertzian region located slightly ahead
f the contact center �i.e., x�0, see left part of the curve� and

ig. 8 Pressure distribution for various friction coefficients.
ormal load of 5000 N.

ig. 9 von Mises stress profile at x=y=0. Normal load 5000 N.

a… Under load; „b… after unloading „residual….

8

another closer to the surface and at the trailing edge of the contact.
The maximum found near or at the surface is mostly related to the
tangential load, whereas the maximum found in the Hertzian re-
gion is mostly related to the normal load. A further increase of the
friction coefficient will finally move back that point to the contact
center. More interesting is the residual stress profile found after
unloading �Fig. 9�b��. One may observe two zones where residual
stress is present, one at the Hertzian depth and another at the
surface of the contact, including the frictionless contact. The same
trend was previously observed by Jackson et al. �24� and Kadin
et al. �25� for frictionless hemispherical contacts. The magnitude
of the residual stress found at the surface increases with the fric-
tion coefficient to become higher than the one found at the Hert-
zian depth when the friction coefficient exceeds 0.3. In contrast,
note a pronounced decrease of the maximum residual stress found
at the Hertzian depth when the friction coefficient becomes higher
than 0.4. It can be seen in Fig. 9�b� that jagged lines are found for
the lowest coefficients of friction. This has two reasons. First, the
residual stress level is very low. Second, the mesh is probably not
fine enough to capture the very high gradient found at this loca-
tion, as shown with a map view in Fig. 11.

A profile of the equivalent plastic strain is given in Fig. 12 at
the vertical of the contact center. One may observe that the plastic
zone reaches the surface of the elastic-plastic body for a friction
coefficient of approximately 0.2. Other simulations have shown
that this critical friction coefficient is dependent on the normal
load �or plasticity level�, decreasing from 0.3 to 0 when the nor-
mal load increases from the value corresponding to first yielding.

Fig. 10 Value and location of the maximum von Mises stress
„under load… versus the friction coefficient

Fig. 11 Residual von Mises stress profile in the plane y=0.

Normal load of 5000 N; frictionless contact.
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his result is of prime importance for wear or running-in model-
ng when the material removal is based on a strain threshold cri-
erion �6�.

When residual stresses are present, it is sometimes important to
now if it corresponds to tensile or compressive zones. Typically,
or rolling contact fatigue applications, it is well known that com-
ressive residual stress will close the crack faces, whereas tensile
esidual stress will favor the crack initiation and, later, its propa-
ation. An interesting stress quantity for that identification is the
ydrostatic pressure Phydr, defined here as

Phydr = −
�ii

3
�28�

here a positive value means a compressive zone and a negative
ne, a tensile zone.
Figure 13 presents the residual hydrostatic pressure profile

long the depth at the contact center for the frictionless contact

Fig. 12 Equivalent plastic strain profile versu
„a….

ig. 13 Hydrostatic pressure after unloading „residual…, profile
t x=y=0, frictionless contact, for various normal loads rang-
ng from 1000 N to 5000 N

9

and for various normal loads ranging from 1000 to 5000 N. An
interesting result is the succession of compressive and tensile
zones: compressive at the surface and at the Hertzian depth, ten-
sile between the surface and the Hertzian depth, and tensile below
the Hertzian depth. This is coherent with the observation of Kogut
and Etsion �26� in terms of plastic strains for an axisymmetric
contact. The amplitude of the variation of the hydrostatic pressure
increases with the normal load. The tensile zone found between
the surface and the Hertzian depth, sometimes called the “quies-
cent zone” for a rough contact �27�, may explain why cracks
initiated at the surface or at the Hertzian depth may propagate
toward the Hertzian depth or toward the surface, respectively �28�.
In a similar manner, Fig. 14 presents the effect of surface traction
on the same hydrostatic pressure profile after unloading for the
highest normal load of 5000 N. Similar comments as those given
for Fig. 9 could be made about the two local maxima found at the
surface and at the Hertzian depth. Note also the effect of the

epth at x=y=0. „a… Regular view. „b… Zoom of

Fig. 14 Hydrostatic pressure after unloading „residual…, profile
at x=y=0, normal load of 5000 N, for various friction coeffi-
s d
cients ranging from 0 to 0.5
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riction coefficient on the stress state in the quiescent zone, which
ecomes in compression above a critical friction coefficient found
ere between 0.2 and 0.3.
The examples presented here illustrate the performances of the

AM proposed by the authors. This method is an alternative to the
se of the FEM, which remained until now almost the only tool
or studying the elastic-plastic effects of a geometrical surface
efect on the fatigue of the contacting materials �see, for example,
ef. �29��.

onclusion
A three-dimensional semianalytical elastic-plastic contact code,

aking into account both normal and tangential loadings, has been
eveloped. The contact solver, which is based on the CGM and
FT technique, allows to solve the transient elastic-plastic contact
roblem within a reasonable computing time even when a fine
esh is required, i.e., within a few minutes up to a few hours �for

06 grid points� on a PC, mostly depending on the number of cells
nside the plastic zone. The proposed method is an alternative to
he use of the FEM, for example, in the study of the effects of a
eometrical surface defect on the fatigue of the contacting mate-
ials.

The model has been first validated by comparison with 3D
EM results obtained with the commercial software ABAQUS. The
omparison has pointed out the side effect of solving the contact
roblem without coupling normal and tangential effects.
The stress and strain states after the vertical loading/unloading

f an elastic-plastic half-space by an elastic sphere have been
nvestigated for a steady-state problem with combined normal and
angential loadings and compared to the purely normal loading
ase. The results presented have shown a significant effect of the
angential loading not only on the magnitude and location of the
aximum von Mises stress found under loading, but also on the

esidual stresses and strains that remain after unloading. An inter-
sting point is the existence of a residual tensile zone between the
ertzian depth and the surface, which was identified by means of

he hydrostatic stress.
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omenclature
B, C, and n  Swift’s law parameters

B1, B2  body 1 and body 2
d  direction vector �CGM�
E  Young modulus, Pa
ep  equivalent plastic strain
f  body force, N m−3

h  surface separation, m
hi  initial surface separation, m

Mijkl  elastic constant matrix
p  pressure, Pa

P0  initial pressure, Pa
Phydr  hydrostatic pressure, Pa

r  residue �CGM�
t  surface shear stress, Pa

U  influence coefficients for surface normal
displacement

u  surface displacement, m
UE

*  internal complementary energy, J
UE

*  internal complementary energy, J
UE  elastic strain energy, J
ue  un+ut=elastic normal displacement, m
un  normal surface displacement due to normal

loading, m
r
u  residual displacement, m

10
ut  normal surface displacement due to tangential
loading, m

V*  total complementary energy, J
W  normal load, N

Wc  critical normal load at the onset of yielding, N
Wc0  critical normal load at the onset of yielding for

frictionless contact, N
�c  contact surface
�  interference, m

�0  initial inelastic strain tensor
�p  plastic strain tensor
	L  Lamé coefficient
	  coefficient of friction
�  total stress tensor, Pa

�e  �n+�t=elastic stress tensor, Pa
�n  elastic stress tensor due to normal loading, Pa
�r  residual stress tensor, Pa
�t  elastic stress tensor due to tangential loading,

Pa
�c  critical interference at the onset of yielding, m

�c0  critical interference at the onset of yielding for
frictionless contact, m

Convention
ai,j  �ai /�xj

Appendix: Stress Calculation in a Half-Space Loaded
on Surface

The main purpose of this section is to give expressions for the
subsurface stress field due to a uniformly distributed load over a
rectangle area. The rectangle, with sides 2a�2b and centered at
the origin, is subjected to uniform pressure p in the normal direc-
tion and uniform tractions tx and ty in the tangential directions.

Normal load uniformly distributed over a rectangle. The stress
components due to a uniform pressure p over a rectangle 2a
�2b are given by

�ij =
p

2�
�Fij�x + a,y + b,z� − Fij�x + a,y − b,z� + Fij�x − a,y − b,z�

− Fij�x − a,y + b,z��

with the following functions:

Fxx�x,y,z� = 2� tan−1� z2 + y2 − y�

zx
� + 2�1 − 2��tan−1�� − y + z

x
�

+
xyz

��x2 + z2�

Fyy�x,y,z� = 2� tan−1� z2 + y2 − y�

xz
� + 2�1 − 2��tan−1�� − x + z

y
�

+
xyz

��y2 + z2�

Fzz�x,y,z� = tan−1� y2 + z2 − y�

xz
� −

xyz

�
� 1

x2 + z2 +
1

y2 + z2� ,

Fxy�x,y,z� =
− z

�
− �1 − 2��ln�� + z�

Fxz�x,y,z� =
z2y

��x2 + z2�

Fyz�x,y,z� =
z2x
2 2
��y + z �
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Tangential load uniformly distributed along x over a rectangle.
he stress components due to a uniform traction tx along x over a
ectangle 2a�2b are given by

�ij =
tx

2�
�Gij�x + a,y + b,z� − Gij�x + a,y − b,z� + Gij�x − a,y

− b,z� − Gij�x − a,y + b,z��
ith the following functions:

xx�x,y,z� =
− z

�
�1 +

yz − x2

��� + z��� − y��	 + 2�
 y

�� + z�� − 2 ln�� − y�

Gyy�x,y,z� =
− yz

���� + z��
− 2�
 y

� + z
+ ln�� − y��

Gzz�x,y,z� =
yz2

��x2 + z2�

Gxy�x,y,z� =
− xz

���� + z��
− 2�
 x

�� + z�� − ln�� − x�

Gxz�x,y,z� =
xyz

��x2 + z2�
+ tan−1� z2 + y2 − y�

xz
�

Gyz�x,y,z� =
− z

�

Tangential load uniformly distributed along y over a rectangle.
he stress components due to a uniform traction ty along y applied
ver a rectangle 2a�2b are obviously related to the previous
ontribution of tx and corresponding functions G.
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